
“I enjoyed getting my students involved 
in this life long physical activity. It is a 
sport for all ages and skill levels”

The iLawn Bowl program is designed to 
introduce the Sport of Lawn Bowling to High 
school, Elementary students and kids with 
disabilities by bringing the Bowls & Equipment 
to the school gyms where we reach kids that 
would otherwise not have access to see what 
the sport of lawn bowling has to offer and 
what its is all about.

We bring everything to the schools and 
the students. No field trip or school buses 
required! Lawn Bowling is a low impact 
sport that can be enjoyed by everyone for a 
lifetime. It is a fantastic physical activity that 
can be enjoyed by all ages and abilities. It also 
promotes sportsmanship, teamwork and is an 
inexpensive Sport that isn’t really known to 
many people. We intend to change this with 
this program.

The iLawn Bowl program visits local schools as 
we take over a gym class or classes for various 
drills and team-building activities that we use 
to introduce students to the sport of Lawn 
Bowling. It is a highly interactive program 
with the emphasis on fun! We are teaching 
the sport of Lawn Bowling through different 
methods of skills and activities. It’s a different 
approach to learning the sport of Bowls. 
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Bowls is a strategic, challenging and fun sport that 
can be enjoyed by anyone.  It is played on a large 
smooth grass surface called a “green”.  Lawn bowls 
are large, hard resin balls with a bias to them, so 
that they travel along an elliptical path, rather than 
going straight. The object of the game is to roll your 
bowls closer to the target than your opponents. The 
target is a small white ball called a “jack”.  The jack 
is rolled the length of the green to start each end. 
Players from each team taking turns rolling their 
bowls down the green toward the jack until all the 
bowls have been played.

A big part of this is program is the involvement 
of the Community.  We want to share something 
that has been an active, yet hidden, part of the 
community for years. It is a shame that more of our 
community do not utilize the Sport and all it has 
to offer. With this program, we are confident that 
the participants will be educated on the Sport of 
Lawn Bowling. They may not join a club or become 
Champion bowlers right away, but what it will do 
educate the participants on a sport they did not 
know anything about. If we can share knowledge 
about bowls now and help people understand what 
the Sport has to offer, then down the road the Sport 
of Lawn Bowling won’t be so foreign.

Health and Fitness
Learning a new activity
Applying information and using it
Teamwork

Bringing a new sport into the schools that 
is low impact and anyone can play. Not 
many people have played or know what 
Lawn Bowls is all about, so everyone 
starts on the same stage making this an 
easy activity for anyone who try’s out the 
Sport.

“  You Never Know What You Are Good At Until You Give It A Try!  “
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